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Cover Story
Getting Off The Treadmill

by Terri Lobdell

Kelsey Kienitz

Finding purpose can
help youth discover
their own path to
success, professor says

William Damon, Stanford School of Education professor and psychologist, says
that stress isn’t the biggest problem growing up today: It’s meaninglessness.

M

iranda Chatfield graduated from Gunn High School in 2008 having done
everything she was supposed to do. Smart and determined, she aimed for
admission to an Ivy League college, took challenging classes and studied

hard, often into the wee hours. The result was a prized admission to Cornell University.

In this section:

Her achievements came at a high cost, however.

Do high schools squash the joy of learning? ................p.37

“I remember fear — being fearful of my teachers, my classes. I was ... just so constantly

How purpose begins ..........................................................p.38

worried about academics. ‘What if I failed this test?’ ‘What if I have three tests on the

The college arms race ....................................................... p.40

same day?’ ‘I just can’t go on. I can’t make it.’ Desperate feeling,” Chatfield, now 22,

Finding purpose: a bigger job than before ................... p.40
Profiles of purposeful youth ............................................... p.41
Whose problem is it, anyway? .......................................... p.42

said. “I’ve only begun to reflect on it in the last year, and it sounds strange, but maybe
to some extent I repressed it after leaving high school because I just didn’t want to think

Why college feels less stressful ......................................... p.46

about that anymore. But there were times when I had stayed up the whole night ... and

Teens, school staff unite against stress............................ p.47

I had a test at 8 a.m., and I just felt like I couldn’t do it.”

(continued on page 34)
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Courtesy of Colin Marchon

Above: Colin Marchon (Paly ‘11) and a friend learn the building blocks of framing images during a
freshman production class at New York University Film School. Right: Marchon edits a 16mm film
he shot on a flatbed editor at the California State Summer School of the Arts in 2010.

Finding purpose
(continued from page 33)
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L

ike Chatfield and Bisset, many Palo Alto adolescents spend their high school years in a
contest for credentials, accumulating grades,
scores and accolades they hope to leverage into a
rosy future at a top college. For many, this is an
intensely competitive, stressful process that crowds
out other activities important to healthy development. Increasingly, it is a process that is not sustainable for many young people — despite their tremendous abilities and stellar performances — and
contributes to a rising tide of mental health issues, a
sense of drift, emptiness, “something missing,” or a
lack of joy, according to many educators, psycholo-

Courtesy of Colin Marchon

Chatfield would ask herself, “What’s wrong with
me? Why can’t I keep up?”
She describes the Gunn environment then as
competitive, judgmental and “hostile to learning.”
Her parents, she said, pushed her but were not as
demanding as other parents. She felt the added
pressure, though, of other students’ parents being
“transferred” through her peers onto her. The high
anxiety among peers at school, and on Facebook,
was contagious.
“I was thinking once I got to Cornell, everything
would be perfect. But I learned ... it doesn’t seem
to end,” she said. Within two years, she was burned
out, anxious and lost. She needed a break.
“I didn’t feel like I belonged there,” she said. “In a
certain way, I wasn’t really ready for college.”
After taking the past year off to reflect and recharge, Chatfield returned to Cornell this fall with
greater self-knowledge, better coping skills and renewed purpose.
Trevor Bisset also aimed for “the prize” of a top
college and drove himself at Palo Alto High School
to perform at the highest levels academically, athletically and as a student leader. He had plenty of

company, he said, recounting how the right college
admission was “the end-all, be-all” for many of his
peers. This quest carried with it a fear of failure —
fear of failing parents, friends and the advantages
of a privileged upbringing. Not getting into that top
college for many students, Bisset said, “would say
something terrible” about their worth as human beings.
Bisset, who graduated in 2005, was rewarded
with admission to Pomona College. But instead of
thriving, Bisset spent his first two years at Pomona
“acting out, drinking way too much, and very depressed.” Hitting rock bottom, he stopped out for a
year to “get off the hamster wheel and reflect.”
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Weekly file photo

Left: Julie Lythcott-Haims, Stanford University dean of freshmen and undergraduate advising, is concerned that today’s high-achievers accomplish these feats at the expense of
a sense of self. Middle: Trevor Bisset (Paly ‘05) took a year off from Pomona College, during which time he asked himself what he should be doing and why. Right: David Howell,
senior pastor at First Congregational Church of Palo Alto, says getting into college is not actually contributing to the world — it’s what you learn there and how you use it.

gists, parents and other youth experts.
These concerns also apply to students with more modest goals and achievements, who end up feeling “less
than,” discouraged, isolated or hopeless in the midst of a
pressure-cooker culture.
“Is everybody talking about this? Yes. I go to a conference once a year with colleagues at peer institutions.
It’s very much a concern for all of us,” said Julie Lythcott-Haims, Stanford University dean of freshmen and
undergraduate advising, and a Palo Alto parent. “The
mental health outcomes are an acute concern, but even
without them ... I think we would all be lamenting that
something is amiss ... regardless of how elite the school
is or how selective or how high the achievement level of
the student.”
Increasingly, the experts who examine these troubling
youth trends say it’s the adults, not the youth, who have
lost their way. With the best of intentions, adults have
undermined the normal, healthy process of youthful exploration, engagement, risk-taking and idealism through
overprotective, over-involved parenting, teach-to-the test
schools, and a hyper-competitive, commercialized college admissions process. The result is youth who feel
pressured to adopt unfulfilling, short-horizon goals and
meet ever-greater expectations along a narrowly defined
path to success, without due regard to their own inclinations, health or well-being.
Many parents recognize these forces and the problems
created. Some rail privately against them, and others attempt public action towards change. But most feel daunted in the face of a prevailing culture that craves achievement and status and are challenged to bring balance to the
equation, even within their own households.
It is not for lack of trying. As a community, during the
past decade, concerned citizens have spawned a wide
variety of committees, panels, conferences, studies and
programs, all of which have focused on stress reduction,
parent education, homework and testing policies, broader
visions of success, the importance of balance and selfcare, how to identify the signs of mental health disorders,
and how to help a young person in trouble. The efforts
have contributed to a more caring, connected community,

many say.
However, according to Weekly interviews with students, parents, educators, psychologists and others working with youth, too many young people still feel driven
beyond healthy limits by the demands they feel from parents, schools and the college admissions process. By most
accounts, the pressures have not receded over the past
decade but instead have continued and, in some ways,
accelerated.
Many are wondering how to make the treadmill stop.
And if it stops: Will young people still be as smart, as
accomplished, as respected? If they get off the treadmill:
Will they still be able to live a good life?

W

illiam Damon, Stanford School of Education
professor and psychologist, has spent years
studying this set of issues and believes that it
is a sense of purpose — intrinsic, sustaining and noble —
that is missing in the majority of today’s youth, causing
many of them to drift and founder. And it is this lack of
purpose that should be attracting community attention,
and not just its by-product, stress.
“People don’t worry about the right things,” Damon
said. “The biggest problem growing up today is not actually stress; it’s meaninglessness.”
Working hard for something they didn’t choose themselves, and don’t believe in, is counterproductive to longterm health and fulfillment. It is simply not sustainable.
A purposeful life, by contrast, can unleash tremendous
energy, creativity, exhilaration and a deep satisfaction
with efforts and accomplishments, according to Damon.
Based on hundreds of surveys and in-depth interviews
with adolescents nationwide, Damon has found that the
vast majority of today’s youth (about 80 percent) are not
engaged in activities fueled by a clear sense of purpose.
And despite the widely recognized importance of purpose in positive youth development, and especially in
building the critical quality of resilience, Damon says
purpose “remains a marginal concern” in many families
and schools.
Damon is a strong advocate for bringing higher visibility to the concept of purpose, especially in the case

of young people.
“We all need a purpose, but at that formative period of
life, when you don’t even know who you are, you really
need it,” he told the Weekly.
Finding purpose early builds confidence and habits of
mind that can be practiced and strengthened with practice, contributing to a strong core, positive attitude and eagerness to learn about the world, according to Damon.
Purpose is something young people not only need, but
want.
“It’s impossible to work with young people and not see
their yearning for purpose and relevance,” said Becky
Beacom, former Paly parent and manager for the Palo
Alto health education division of the Palo Alto Medical
Foundation.
Many local youth do manage to find purpose in activities they choose, whether it is in designing service
projects, making films, playing a team sport, becoming
active in their faith group, working on the robotics team,
designing costumes for theater productions, playing in
the jazz band, or studying science in order to pursue a
vocation in that field.
A purposeful life is not a life without challenges, setbacks and difficulties. But if the activities make sense to
the individual, the stresses encountered can contribute to
positive growth and strength of character, according to
Damon. All stress is not created equal, and with a sense
of purpose, there are built-in protective factors against
depression and a host of anxiety disorders.
“Hard times and stress and demands are not always
negative things in development,” Damon said.
“When kids have their own sense of purpose about
what they’re doing, they’re in control of things. It’s their
agenda, they’re owning it, and what we have found in our
research is that kids who have a strong sense of purpose
and find what they’re doing is meaningful, those kids can
be expending enormous amounts of energy, and taking on
huge challenges and meeting all kinds of demands, and
are quite serene about it, quite joyful about what they’re
doing,” he said.
(continued on page 36)
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“What is too often missing — not
altogether absent but evident only
in a minority of today’s youth — is
the kind of wholehearted dedication
to an activity or interest that stems
from a serious purpose, a purpose
that can give meaning and direction
to life,” Damon writes in “The Path
to Purpose: How Young People
Find Their Calling in Life.”

I

f purpose is so important, what is
it exactly? After extensive scholarly review and analysis, Damon
and his team of researchers define it
this way: “a stable and generalized
intention to accomplish something
that is at the same time meaningful
to the self and consequential for the
world beyond the self.”
“Purpose is a goal, but a particular
kind of goal,” Damon explained. Its
attributes distinguish it from other
goals: long-term stability, meaning
to the self, intention to contribute to
a larger community, and commitment to actions designed to accomplish the goal.
Rabbi Patricia Karlin-Neumann,
Stanford’s senior associate dean for
religious life and a former Paly parent, describes purpose as an “internal compass” that serves both the
self and the larger community — it
points a person to the places “where
your deep gladness and the world’s
deep hunger meet,” quoting from
theologian Frederick Buechner.
Everyone is capable of finding
purpose, according to Damon and
others who have studied the concept. Palo Alto First Congregational
Church Senior Pastor Dave Howell
described the ingredients for purpose available to all: unique gifts
each individual has to offer, the
responsibility to share those gifts
with the world, and the joy to be
found in doing that.
Still many are living without purpose.
“They drift through life; they
don’t care; they’re hedonistic;
they’re cynical; they’re depressed,”
Damon said. But he is quick to add,
even these people may find purpose
eventually. “People can always learn
and take charge of their lives.”
Howell said the prevailing ethic
in Palo Alto is often “if you can’t
be the best at something, don’t do
that.” Instead he offers a different
test: If you don’t find joy, then go
do something else.
“It isn’t about being the best at
something; it’s about finding things
that give you joy and meaning, and
then your sense of purpose and who
you are comes out,” he said.
Most purposeful people have
more than one purpose, according
to Damon.

“What becomes primary depends
on where you are in life, what you’re
working on, what is pressing at that
given time,” Damon said. Purpose
also evolves as life stages and circumstances change.
A purpose can be noble without
being heroic, according to Damon.
It can be found in the day-to-day
fabric of ordinary life.
“A mother caring for her child, a
teacher instructing students, a doctor treating patients, a citizen campaigning for a candidate for the
sake of improving the community,
all are pursuing noble purposes.
So, too, are the legions of ordinary
people who dedicate time, care, effort and worldly goods to charity,
to their friends and family, to their
communities, to their faith, or to
their responsibilities at work.”
Hobbies may be of great personal value, but they are not purpose.
They can turn into purpose only if
a commitment is made to use that
interest to accomplish something
that benefits others, too. More than
half of youth (ages 12-22) are what
Damon calls “dreamers” and “dabblers,” exploring ideas or activities
that interest them. Many “eventually
work their way to something more
sustained and more directed” that
becomes purpose. Often pursuing
different passions or fascinations is
a “transitional phase,” characteristic of youthful investigation, on the
road to purpose.
Finding purpose is closely linked
to formation of self and identity.
They build on each other in a handin-hand, organic process.
“Purpose and construction of
identity absolutely play off each
other, all the way through life. At
one point in life, one will take the
lead, and in another, the other will
take the lead,” Damon said.
“Very often when you think about
who you are or who you want to be,
that will help you define the kinds
of purposes you will go searching
for,” he said. “At other times, it is
the sense of purpose that galvanizes
your personal strengths and makes
it possible for you to develop that
strong sense of self.”
Damon’s research has identified
a sequence of steps that commonly
occurs as youth develop a sense of
purpose (see box on page 38). According to this research, the very
pursuit of purpose builds critical
skills and capacities — resourcefulness, persistence, know-how
and tolerance of risk and setbacks
— that transform the young personality by increasing feelings of selfworth, self-efficacy, confidence and
control.
Recent Paly grad Colin Marchon
was drawn to movies at an early
age. He found himself thinking like
a filmmaker — seeing a place or
hearing a song and imagining how
he might use it in a movie. By high

school, he was fully committed.
“One reason it enveloped my life
was that I chose this activity,” he
said. “I knew what I wanted to do
and was supported in what I wanted
to do.”
That support — from his parents, Paly video production teacher
Ron Williamson and people he met
through the local nonprofit Media
Center — was critical.
“It’s not always easy to pursue
art,” he said.
While Marchon was “pretty laid

“

People don’t
worry about
the right things.
The biggest
problem growing
up today is not
actually stress; it’s
meaninglessness.

“

Finding purpose

—William Damon, Stanford
professor and psychologist

back” about school generally, he
said he was serious about his video
classes and emotionally attached
to his films. He endured 12-hour
editing sessions and regular roller
coaster phases of despising, then
loving, his film-in-progress. He
learned how important it was to
plan ahead and shoot early in order
to achieve high quality. He worked
at the Media Center and enrolled in
other film programs, all of which
continued to build his skills and
stoke his passions. He learned to
have perspective on others’ reactions to his films.
“Sometimes they wouldn’t get my
films, and sometimes they would
love films I wasn’t as proud of,” he
said. Whatever the reactions, “you
need to love what you’re doing and
just keep doing it.”
Marchon is now a freshman at
New York University Film School.
For many youth, their path to
purpose is not so obvious or found
so early. It may require more time
to search and sift. During this process, Damon believes strongly in
the value of asking and reflecting
on “why” questions. Why do young
people go to school? Why has my
teacher chosen her profession? Why
are there rules against cheating?
Why is this activity important in
my life? Why is it good to be kind?
What am I grateful for, and why?

Why is it important to vote? Why
am I doing community service?
(And if it is to document hours for
a college application: Is that a good
reason? Is there a better reason?)
Why do I want to go to college?
Damon encourages parents, teachers and other adults to engage youth
in these types of conversations. Students bear out the wisdom of this in
remembering and valuing teachers
who initiated class discussions exploring the reasons for things.
“My (Paly) English class was
fantastic because we discussed the
ethical underpinnings of the stories,
and kids were able to connect that
with their personal lives,” Bisset
said.
In addition to addressing the
“why” questions, Damon and other
youth experts believe that young
people need to be encouraged by
caring adults to explore a variety
of activities, pay attention to what
interests them, risk and experience
failure, take time for reflection and
play, and do all this amid a wide
landscape of equally valued life
pathways. Over time, it is this engagement, and the reflection upon
it, that will build a sense of purpose.
Yet often parents, well-intentioned but misguided, usurp this
role.
“The most direct damage that
‘helicopter’ parenting does is that
it takes ownership away from the
child of the child’s activities,” Damon said. “Who is owning that
sense of direction? The child is
thinking: ‘It’s not me.’”

D

uring high school years,
many local youth focus
their lives on securing admission to a top college and may
think of this goal as their purpose.
But building a resume for college is
not a purpose, according to Damon
and other youth experts interviewed
by the Weekly. A top college is “really a status symbol more than it is
an educational goal,” Damon said.
“That is not a functional way of
looking at college — it should be
seen instead as a source of education.”
Pastor Howell agrees: “Getting
into college is not actually contributing to the world. It’s what you
learn and how you use that” that is
the contribution.
“As far as education goes, the
most important thing is the match
with the student’s interests,” Damon
said. “There are plenty of kids here
(at Stanford) who are not getting as
good an education as kids at much
less prestigious places because
they are not motivated, or they’re
not matched to what they find here.
So, status is the wrong thing to be
following.”
“It’s a little bit like saying your
purpose is working to make as

SHOP LOCALLY ON SMALL
BUSINESS SATURDAY
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much money as possible. You can
have that as a goal but that is not a
noble purpose or a purpose that is
going to lead to happiness,” Damon
said.
“Children must understand that
money is a means to an end —
hopefully, a noble one — rather
than an end in itself,” he writes.
Damon claims that true success
requires a sense of meaning that
“runs deeper than fame or fortune”
and that without it, a “dispiriting
sense of emptiness” prevails.
Madeline Levine, psychologist and co-founder of Stanford’s
Challenge Success (an organization concerned about students who
compromise health, integrity and
learning due to performance pressure) agrees: “Status, money, possessions, achievement, the school
your child goes to, or the grades he
gets, are not factors that contribute
to the development of a healthy
sense of self.”
Deceptively, kids who perform
well may appear purposeful, but in
fact they may not be. Instead they
may fall into the 31 percent Damon
describes as “high activity, low purpose.” This group often shows signs
of negative stress; they are working hard but not in control of the
agenda.
According to Damon, it’s not that
hard to discern the high achiever
who lacks purpose.
“It’s the ‘why’ questions that tell
you,” he said. Ask a top student why
he wants to go to Harvard University, for example. If it is to please a
parent, achieve a social status, look
good, make a lot of money, attract
girls, avoid shame — these are not
the kind of answers that indicate
a deeper, intrinsic, life-sustaining
purpose, Damon said.
Lythcott-Haims agrees: “There’s
no depth to their answers. ... Trying to help a high-achieving, lowpurpose person figure out what to
study, what path to pursue in college, which activities to undertake as
opposed to which to not undertake
... when they come to you seeking
guidance, they have so little sense
of what drives them. And they look
to what’s practical, what’s going to
be materially rewarding, what’s the
resume builder, as opposed to ‘I am
fueled by a real passion for this.’”
This is not to say that purposeful
activities do not involve ambitious
goals.
“You need high expectations, but
you need them for the right reasons.
... It means challenging yourself to
do something really valuable. And
making the most of your potential
— for the right reasons,” Damon
said.
Terri Lobdell is a freelance
writer and is married to Palo Alto
Weekly Publisher Bill Johnson.
She can be emailed at terri.lobdell@gmail.com.
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Do high schools squash
the joy of learning?

by Terri Lobdell

Parents, youth
experts argue against
‘busywork’ and
emphasis on college

T

dents, Dauber said.
“The pressures are to conform,” Gunn High School graduate Miranda Chatfield said. “It’s a
rigid system. ... The point of going to school should be to educate
oneself, but the schools have lost a
lot of that, they’ve lost the vision.
The schools have just become the
machines that churn out students
to go to colleges.”
Palo Alto High School graduate
Trevor Bisset and others describe
how the pressures to perform can
lead students to “escapist” behavior.
“At Paly, you’d be shocked to
know how many kids were high in
class, drunk in class, 15-year-olds
on a daily basis,” he said. “So many
kids are cutters, so many girls walking around with pretty beads and
bracelets all over their arms and nobody realizes they have gashes underneath them. Kids overeat, kids
drink, kids act out sexually.”
In Weekly interviews with Palo
Alto high school grads, parents and
teachers, “treadmill” and “hamster
wheel” were regular descriptors of
high school life, symbolizing relentless, directionless effort. “It’s in the
air,” “it’s impossible to escape,” or
“it’s embedded in the culture,” were
frequent conclusions about the origins of this dynamic, and the negative stress it induces.
Damon thinks the momentum
underlying these forces springs
from the side of human nature that
“craves something that is limited,
that is hard to get, that has a lot of
status and celebrity attached to it,”
like the current handful of elite colleges with too few spaces.
The colleges themselves bear
some responsibility for feeding and
exploiting this craving through their
marketing efforts and manipulation
of numbers to enhance their images
of selectivity (see sidebar, “The
college arms race” on page 40).
“They’re creating the game in
a sense, for their own purposes,”
Damon said. “They want to attract
donors, get high in the U.S. News
rankings, and all that.”

A

long with this atmosphere of
craving goes fear. Paly journalism teacher and teacheradviser Paul Kandell described the
“hysteria” this year over college decision announcements as the worst
he had seen. Some students were
“paralyzed with anxiety” when decisions were announced, as well as
worried weeks before and weeks
afterwards. When decisions were
posted at 3 p.m. this year, school

File photo/Veronica Weber

he high school environment
does not generally promote
or support a path to purpose,
according to Denise Pope, a lecturer with the Stanford University
School of Education and co-founder
of Challenge Success, an organization concerned about students who
compromise health, integrity and
learning due to performance pressure.
“Our school system is set up to
sort people,” Pope told the Weekly,
noting that the school structure
tracks kids by age, subject areas,
grades, scores, lanes and learning
abilities. Purpose is not emphasized
in school in part because “finding
yourself is in opposition to a sorting
factory,” she said.
Schools have been robbed of their
capacities to inspire purpose by
“high stakes” standardized tests as
the current chief measure of school
performance, according to William
Damon, Stanford School of Education professor, psychologist and a
former Gunn High School parent.
Metrics have put the squeeze on the
core missions of instilling a broader
vision of the world and a robust motivation to learn.
“The main objective of the classroom becomes imparting a rapid familiarity with facts, names, places
and formulas that students have
little interest or skill in applying to
problems beyond the classroom,”
he writes in “The Path to Purpose:
How Young People Find Their Calling in Life.”
Pressure to cover volumes of material has displaced deeper exploration of big ideas. One consequence
is too little engagement, meaning
and joy.
“Students are just performing,”
Pope said. At all levels this can lead
to negative stress.
Michele Dauber, Stanford law
professor and organizer of the
school stress-reduction advocacy
group We Can Do Better Palo Alto,
agrees: “The contemporary elite
public school in its drive for ever
higher scores ... has bled all of the
‘purpose’ out of students’ lives.”
The amount and type of work assigned in high school, she said, is like
a large “boulder these kids are carrying.” The only thing many are passionate about is surviving, she said.
“School is the structure where
kids need to climb a ladder to go
to college,” Rabbi Patricia KarlinNeumann said. Recommendations
matter, so it is difficult for students
to feel safe showing weakness.
This dynamic drives an unwanted
wedge between teachers and stu-

Ken and Michele Dauber founded We Can Do Better Palo Alto, a group advocating
stress-reduction in schools.

was still in session with a later
dismissal than past years, causing
classes to be disrupted. Kandell recounted shouts, wailing and tears
— a mixture of joy and despair depending on the news received.
Howell has seen his share of kids
rejected by schools they worked
years to get into.
“I think one of the things that is
just heartbreaking is the college
acceptance time,” he said. “It’s just
heartbreaking to me because that
shouldn’t be the goal.”
According to several accounts,
some less-able students cling to the
high academic lanes for advantage
in the college selection process and
become highly stressed by the demands, often sacrificing their joy
in learning.
“To succeed, they have to push
themselves beyond their limits,”
said Gunn 2010 grad Yoni Alon,
now a UCLA sophomore.
Teachers often justify heavy
loads and fast pace as necessary
to prepare for college, according
to student reports. Pope said this
should not drive the high school
curriculum.
“Teachers should help move students forward, but without breaking
them,” she said. Pope refers to this
as the “just right” challenge, part
of the “art of teaching,” and what
good teachers know how to determine through connection with their
students.
Many people confuse load and
pace with preparation for college,
she said, but instead it is the deep
understanding — gained through
rigorous, interactive, collaborative
learning environments — that best
lays the groundwork for future educational endeavors.
Kids need to live in their high
school moment,” Pope told the
Weekly. “If students are always
urged to look to the next stepping

stone, sooner or later the stepping
stones will disappear and the lack
of meaning in that journey and the
resulting stress will manifest.”
Palo Alto parent Sally Bemus, involved with We Can Do Better Palo
Alto and Project Safety Net, a community coalition focused on youth
well-being that was formed in 2009
in response to student suicides, believes that “students are succeeding
despite our schools,” which she describes as “ramped up” and resistant to innovation.
“I used to think that about 20
percent of the kids were not being
served by the schools,” Bemus said.
But now she thinks it’s the other
way around, that only 20 percent are
able to do well with what is asked of
them; the rest are too stressed, she
said, citing examples of students
with emotional struggles from both
ends of the achievement scale.
“High stress isn’t good for anybody, but it’s more dangerous for
some than others,” Dauber said. In
cases of genetic forms of depression
(like bipolar disorder), avoiding
protracted extreme stress can be a
matter of life and death. While certain factors, like a sense of purpose,
can help decrease factors for depression and promote mental wellness, Dauber, whose adult daughter
suffered major depression and died
by suicide unrelated to academic
stress, said: “There’s no panacea
against suicide.”
Then there is the topic of school
homework, which generates questions of quantity and quality that often divide communities. Palo Alto
is no exception.
Attempts to place restrictions on
the types and amounts of homework, according to numerous
educators and press accounts, can
encroach upon a teacher’s sense of
professional judgment and discretion. In high school, mandates can

also present logistical problems,
including coordination among multiple teachers and lanes, student
work-pace differences, and enforcement issues. Even within teacher
and parent groups, a range of views
often exist about the proper balance
between mental health and academic rigor.
Experts advise school districts to
include teachers, parents and students in any effort to set homework
policies, according to the National
Education Association.
Still, when students are showing
alarming levels of stress associated
with workload, many see no choice
but to enter the difficult territory of
exploring policies to restrict homework type and amount.
Excessive homework for the
wrong reasons can create “stressful, horrible situations” for kids,
according to Damon.
“Homework should not be driven
by the college admissions process,”
he said. “That’s not a good reason
to do homework, or load up on a
huge amount of homework.”
However, Damon believes that it’s
a “really big mistake” for people to
be emphasizing lowering the number of homework hours as the goal.
“I’m not saying that some teachers
don’t give too much homework. Anything can be excessive and it’s important to get balance,” he said. “But
it’s not the answer. ... It’s the quality,
and it’s the reason for it. It’s why the
kid does it and whether the kid finds
meaning in it, that’s the point.”
“Kids can do a lot of things in
life without getting stressed out,
and feel great about it, if there’s a
certain quality to their experience.
And that quality needs to be selfmotivated, it needs to be meaningful, that the kids can believe in,”
Damon said.
(continued on page 38)
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Joy of learning
(continued from page 37)

Psychologist Madeline Levine,
co-founder of Challenge Success,
believes it’s hard to engage joyfully
in learning when students are consumed with pressures to excel.
“When external measures are all
kids can think about, their ability to
find meaning in their work is diminished,” Levine writes in “The Price
of Privilege: How Parental Pressure
and Material Advantage Are Creating a Generation of Unhappy Kids.”
Gunn’s Alon had a strong interest
in learning, took classes he liked,

enjoyed the work, and did not compare his achievements to others.
“If you internally have a sense of
purpose (about schoolwork), then
workload doesn’t matter,” he said.
Damon supports the idea of
“regular serious homework assignments” to help kids learn discipline
and to develop good work habits.
In implicating homework loads,
he cautions against throwing the
baby out with the bath water, the
baby being teaching kids about
their responsibility to do their work
on a consistent basis.
According to Pope, school homework policies need to address purpose and relevance, “not just time on

Palo Alto Uniﬁed
School District
Notice is hereby Given to Subcontractors, that proposals will be
received by the Palo Alto Uniﬁed School District from pre-qualiﬁed
General Contractors for bid package:
Contract No. JMS-11
DESCRIPTION OF THE WORK: The work includes, but is
not limited to: The phased construction of a new single story
Classroom building, a single story Multi-Purpose addition,
remodeling of various classroom, locker room, restroom, and
library areas, HVAC and rooﬁng installations, ADA upgrades and
seismic retroﬁtting in addition to associated site work, landscaping
and other improvements at David Starr Jordan Middle School.
Bidding documents contain the full description of the work.
There will be a mandatory pre-bid conference and site visit at 3:30
p.m. on November 22, 2011 at Jordan Middle School at 750 N.
California Ave., Palo Alto, California
Bid Submission: Proposals must be received at the District
Facilities Ofﬁce, 25 Churchill Ave., Building D, Palo Alto, CA
by 10:00 a.m. on December 8, 2011.
PREVAILING WAGE LAWS: The successful Bidder must
comply with all prevailing wage laws applicable to the Project,
and related requirements contained in the Contract Documents.
Palo Alto Uniﬁed School District will maintain a Labor Compliance
Program (LCP) for the duration of this project. In bidding this
project, the contractor warrants he/she is aware and will follow the
Public Works Chapter of the California Labor Code comprised of
labor code sections 1720 – 1861. A copy of the Districts LCP is
available for review at 25 Churchill Avenue, Building D, Palo Alto,
CA 94306.
1. A pre-job conference shall be conducted with the contractor
or subcontractors to discuss federal and state labor law
requirements applicable to the contract.
2. Project contractors and subcontracts shall maintain and
furnish to the District, at a designated time, a certiﬁed copy
of each payroll with a statement of compliance signed under
penalty of perjury.
3. The District shall review and, if appropriate, audit payroll
records to verify compliance with the Public Works Chapter
of the Labor Code.
4. The District shall withhold contract payments if payroll
records are delinquent or inadequate.
5. The District shall withhold contract payments as described in
the LCP, including applicable penalties when the District and
Labor Commissioner establish that underpayment of other
violations has occurred.

task.” Pope writes: “While other researchers have recommended a specific maximum for hours of nightly
homework ... we hesitate to provide
a hard and fast rule, given that quality of homework is more strongly
associated with students’ mental
health than homework load.”
Pope advocates further research
to examine the question: “How
much ‘useful’ homework can still
be considered healthy?”
Gunn’s Chatfield agreed that
schoolwork should be meaningful:
“Homework is a good thing, but
busywork is not a good thing.”
Citing many math and science
problem sets as busywork, she said
she was often kept up until 3 or 4
a.m. doing homework.
Paly grads Bisset and Zev KarlinNeumann (‘07) also complained of
busywork, both citing the requirement to annotate 800 pages of Tolstoy for AP English class as one
particularly onerous example.
Dauber believes Palo Alto high
schools currently assign excessive
quantities of homework, much of
questionable value. While some
small percentage may handle it,
“the average kid is drowning,” she
said. “Two in the morning comes
and they’re still doing it — and that
means they’re sleep deprived, too.”
We Can Do Better Palo Alto advocates a district-wide policy on homework that sets standards for purpose
and volume. The group’s efforts have
helped lead the school board recently
to adopt “focused goals” committed
to examining the issue.
“We’re going to try to stop the
arms race. We’re looking for strategic arms control here, so teachers aren’t constantly ramping up,”
Dauber said. “Let’s impose a limit
so that our kids can thrive.”
As part of these efforts, former
Paly parent Karen Kang spoke at a
school board meeting this spring.
She said her daughter and Paly
friends “found it physically impossible to complete their school assignments in a normal day.” They
suffered in silence, “not wanting to
appear like losers,” she said.
Kang read a statement written by
one of her daughters who has had a
history of eating disorders, anxiety
and depression.

“The five years I spent under the
spell of this religion of achievement
were a complete waste — I spent
time working hard at what I didn’t
care about, got physical and mental
health problems, and was extremely miserable. I’ve had to put every
ounce of my energy for the past few
years into unlearning those backward lessons I learned as a student
in Palo Alto,” her daughter said.
This is consistent with Pope’s research, which found students doing
more than 3.5 hours of homework per
day were at risk for higher stress levels
affecting physical and mental health.
The National PTA and the National Education Association recommend guidelines, suggested by
Duke University professor Harris
Cooper, of 10 minutes per night per
grade. For a high school senior, this
means 120 minutes, or two hours.
According to Harris Cooper, writing in the New York Times, “many
high school district policies state
that (students) should expect about
30 minutes of homework for each
academic course they take, a bit
more for honors or advanced placement courses.” That level is “consistent with the conclusions reached by
our research analysis,” he writes.
This is the kind of empirical standard We Can Do Better Palo Alto
is seeking. According to Dauber, it
is the school district’s responsibility
to lead and make decisions about
what constitutes a healthy, productive learning environment, and then
set limits around that for everyone
to live by.
According to Dauber, “the
PAUSD board and administration
have a tendency to not understand
the negative effects of this competitive environment, and when pressed,
they will say, ‘It’s not our fault; it’s
these other parents.’ I think that is
just a red herring. I don’t believe
there is a constituency for pressure.
I think there is a constituency for
rigorous, challenging curriculum,
but I think that is utterly disconnected from insane quantities of
homework.”
Palo Alto school district superintendent Kevin Skelly, however, refuted Dauber’s comment about the
district board and administration: “I
just don’t hear that from my fellow

administrators nor from the board.”
He called the examination of
homework issues, “good for our
community.”
“We look forward to the dialog
about purpose and amount of homework.”
Skelly said he believes there will
be a wide range of views about desired amounts, with some saying
there’s too much, others too little
and others just enough. He also
said that differing student motivations and abilities affect time on
task as well as the quality of the
experience.
“If kids aren’t motivated academically, homework means slogging around and reduces the quality and increases the time students
spend on the topic. Contrast that to
a student who loves Shakespeare or
math or science. They will devote
hours to this without considering it
work of any kind!”
Skelly also stressed the importance of good communications and
expectation-setting between teachers and students so that students are
not spending too much time on assignments.
While Dauber sees the most urgent priority as “turning down the
speed of the treadmill” by limiting
homework hours, she also affirms
the importance of focusing on the
quality of the students’ learning
experience.
“I agree with Bill Damon about
purpose, but it has to go hand-inhand with a realistic assessment
of volume,” she said. “No one can
find their purpose when they’re doing three or four hours a night of
meaningless busywork.
“We are putting students under so
much time pressure and emotional
pressure and fear. ... We have to
turn down the homework-o-meter
on these kids and give them time
and space to think about the important questions of what do I want to
do, who I am, and what can I do for
others.” N

TALK ABOUT IT

www.PaloAltoOnline.com
What can or should schools do to ensure
youth maintain the joy of learning? Share
your opinion on Town Square, the online
discussion forum at Palo Alto Online.

How purpose begins
The following sequence outlines steps in a path to purpose
for youth, according to researchers’ findings.
s INSPIRING COMMUNICATION WITH PERSONS
OUTSIDE THE IMMEDIATE FAMILY

s EXPANDED EFFORTS TO PURSUE ONES PURPOSE
IN ORIGINAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL WAYS

s OBSERVATION OF PURPOSEFUL PEOPLE AT WORK

s ACQUIRING THE SKILLS NEEDED FOR THIS PURSUIT

Bidders may examine Bidding Documents at Facilities Ofﬁce,
Building “D”. Bidders may purchase copies of Plans and
Speciﬁcations at ARC, 599 Fairchild Drive, Mountain View, CA
94043, Phone: (650) 967-1966

s FIRST MOMENT OF REVELATION SOMETHING
IMPORTANT IN THE WORLD CAN BE CORRECTED
OR IMPROVED

s INCREASED PRACTICAL EFFECTIVENESS

All questions can be addressed to:

s SECOND MOMENT OF REVELATION ) CAN
CONTRIBUTE SOMETHING MYSELF AND MAKE A
DIFFERENCE

Palo Alto Uniﬁed School District
25 Churchill Avenue, Building D
Palo Alto, CA 94306-1099
Attn: Heidi Rank
Phone: (650) 329-3927
Fax: (650) 327-3588
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s IDENTIFICATION OF PURPOSE ALONG WITH
INITIAL ATTEMPTS TO ACCOMPLISH SOMETHING
s SUPPORT FROM IMMEDIATE FAMILY

s ENHANCED OPTIMISM AND SELF CONFIDENCE
s LONG TERM COMMITMENT TO THE PURPOSE
s TRANSFER OF SKILLS AND CHARACTER STRENGTHS
GAINED IN PURSUIT OF ONE PURPOSE TO OTHER
AREAS OF LIFE
Source: “The Path to Purpose: How
Young People Find Their Calling in Life”
by William Damon

Support our Kids
with a gift to the Holiday Fund.
Give to the Palo Alto
Weekly Holiday Fund
and your donation is
doubled. You give to
non-profit groups that
work right here in our
community. It’s a great
way to ensure that your
charitable donations are
working at home.

(
CLICK
AND
GIVE

Non-profits: Grant application
and guidelines at
www.PaloAltoOnline.com

E

ach year the Palo Alto Weekly Holiday Fund
raises money to suppor t programs ser ving
families and children in the Palo Alto area.
Since the Weekly and the Silicon Valley Community
Foundation cover all the administrative costs, ever y
dollar raised goes directly to suppor t community
programs through grants to non-profit organizations
ranging from $1,000 to $25,000.
And with the generous support of matching grants
from local foundations, including the Packard and Hewlett foundations, your taxdeductible gift will be doubled in size. A donation of $100 turns into $200 with the
foundation matching gifts.
Whether as an individual, a business or in honor of someone else, help us
reach our goal of $275,000 by making a generous contribution to the Holiday
Fund.
With your generosity, we can give a major boost to the programs in our community
helping kids and families.

Donate online at siliconvalleycf.org/paw-holiday-fund
Make checks payable to

Enclosed is a donation of $_______________
Name __________________________________________________
Business Name __________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________

Silicon Valley Community
Foundation and send to:
PAW Holiday Fund
c/o SVCF
2440 W. El Camino Real,
Suite 300
Mountain View, CA 94040

City/State/Zip ___________________________________________
E-Mail __________________________________________________ Phone ______________________

Q Credit Card (MC or VISA) _______________________________________ Expires ______________
Signature _______________________________________________________

(

I wish to designate my contribution as follows:
– OR –

Q In name of business above

Q In my name as shown above

Q In honor of:

Q In memory of:

Q As a gift for:

_____________________________ (Name of person)

Q I wish to contribute anonymously.

Q Please withhold the amount of my contribution.

The Palo Alto Weekly Holiday Fund is a fund of Silicon Valley Community Foundation, a 501(c)(3) charitable
organization. All donors will be published in the Palo Alto Weekly unless the coupon is marked “Anonymous.”
For information on making contributions of appreciated stock, contact Bill Johnson at (650) 326-8210.

Last Year’s
Grant Recipients
Abilities United ...........................................$5,000
Adolescent Counseling Services ............$7,500
American Red Cross - Palo Alto Area ....$3,000
Art in Action ................................................$5,000
Baby Basics of the Peninsula, Inc. .........$2,000
Bread of Life................................................$5,000
Breast Cancer Connections .....................$7,500
California Family Foundation ....................$3,500
Cleo Eulau Center.......................................$3,500
Collective Roots..........................................$5,000
Downtown Streets Team ........................$15,000
East Palo Alto Children’s Day
Committee ..................................................$5,000
East Palo Alto Kids Foundation ................$5,000
East Palo Alto Tennis and Tutoring .........$5,000
East Palo Alto Youth Court ........................$3,000
Environmental Volunteers ........................$3,000
Foothill-De Anza Foundation ....................$2,500
Foundation for a College Education ........$5,000
Friends of the Palo Alto Junior
Museum & Zoo ...........................................$5,000
InnVision ......................................................$5,000
JLS Middle School PTA.............................$3,500
Jordan Middle School PTA.......................$3,500
Kara ..............................................................$5,000
Lytton Gardens Senior Communities ......$5,000
Music in the Schools Foundation ............$5,000
New Creation Home Ministries ...............$5,000
Northern California Urban Development ....$5,000
Nuestra Casa ..............................................$5,000
Palo Alto Art Center Foundation ..............$5,000
Palo Alto Community Child Care ..............$5,000
Palo Alto YMCA ..........................................$5,000
Palo Alto Housing Corporation ................$5,000
Palo Alto Library Foundation .................$17,500
Peninsula HealthCare Connection ..........$7,500
Quest Learning Center of the
EPA Library ..................................................$5,000
Reading Partners .......................................$5,000
St. Elizabeth Seton School .......................$5,000
St. Francis of Assisi Youth Club ...............$3,000
St. Vincent de Paul Society ......................$6,000
The Friendship Circle.................................$5,000
TheatreWorks .............................................$2,500
Youth Community Service .........................$7,500
CHILD CARE CAPITAL GRANTS
Children’s Center at Stanford ...................$4,000
Palo Alto Community Child Care ..............$5,000
The Children’s Pre-School Center ...........$5,000
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The college
arms race

by Terri Lobdell

What is the increasing competition
among universities teaching high
school students and their parents?

L

courages students to “game” the system. It distorts the way high school
years are lived. It sucks the fun out of
learning. It favors the more affluent,
who are able to purchase advantages.
It discourages exploration and risktaking.
“The colleges know the students
are suffering,” Thacker said, “but
they don’t want to take responsibility
for this,” noting a growing separation
between the values espoused in the
selective colleges’ mission statements
and their hyper-competitive admissions practices.
One of The Education Conservancy’s goals is to provide a venue
for selective colleges to take steps towards collective action for change. In
a “classic tragedy of the commons”
dynamic (in which students are the
“commons”), Thacker says colleges
are afraid to risk losing competitive
position by taking independent action
on their own. Thacker works to help
them see the benefits of working together to realign the admissions process to better serve the students they
all value so highly.
This year The Education Conservancy partnered with the USC School
of Education to organize a conference
to do just that. Attended by more than
180 admissions professionals (from
nearly 100 colleges, including Stanford and other elites) — and funded
in part by the College Board — the
group addressed the conference topic:
“The Case for Change in College Admissions.”
The elite colleges particularly felt
the heat after three days of candid
conversation. When Harvard University Dean of Admissions William
Fitzsimmons took the podium, he
“joked he felt as if he were representing Satan or Voldemort,” according to
The Chronicle of Higher Education.
The same report also described one
unnamed dean as being frustrated
by his institution’s demands for more

and better applicants but was afraid to
suggest changing recruitment tactics.
“I’m not going to put my head on
the chopping block,” he said.
According to the USC conference
report on the proceedings, all too
often the college admissions process
causes students “to regard the high
school years as an Olympic training session demanding ever greater
feats of accomplishment in order to
qualify for admission to a selective
university.”
As a result, many students become
cynical, prizing college admission
as “more important than personal
growth, expanded understanding, and
humility that result from a rigorous
engagement with a body of knowledge.”
“The goal needs to become something larger than assembling an incoming class of stellar Olympians
whose entry credentials help the institution to shine in the college rankings.
Institutions and their leaders must
come to view the admissions process
from a perspective beyond the narcissistic glass of competitive rankings.”
One practice Thacker and others
want to curb is the increased use of
merit-based financial aid to serve
strategic goals of attracting top students (whose credentials will build
rankings), inciting “bidding wars”
between the colleges and sucking
“funding away from needy students
toward those who are already economically and educationally advantaged,” according to the USC conference report.
Another phenomenon Thacker and
others decry is the insatiable appetite
of many colleges (and their trustees)
for more applications each year. The
more applications received, and rejected, the more impressive the college
appears. This causes a vicious cycle:
The need for more applicants leads
to more aggressive mass marketing,
which leads to lower admission rates

Courtesy of Lloyd Thacker

ike the top students they seek,
many colleges are themselves
on a treadmill, grasping for
ever-more impressive credentials —
including increased numbers of applications, lower acceptance rates, higher
average SAT scores and higher yield
rates — to prove they are the best or
at least better than their competitors.
Many colleges, like many of the students they hope to attract, focus more
on how they are packaged than on
their own unique identity and educational values in a constant quest for
better market position, according to
national press accounts and reports of
college admissions professionals and
educators.
This increasingly competitive,
commercialized contest for prestige,
rankings, revenue and the perfect
freshman class has become a classic
“arms race” among the nation’s selective colleges. Students, parents, educators and admissions professionals
worry that the competitive escalation
comes at high cost for little gain.
No one is more concerned about the
collective impacts of this competition
on students and education than Lloyd
Thacker, founder of The Education
Conservancy, a nonprofit dedicated
since 2004 to improving the college
admissions process and calming “the
frenzy and hype.”
Thacker has spoken several times at
both Paly and Gunn, where he urged
students to participate in activities
they truly enjoy, to focus on the college that is the best “match” for their
interests, and to avoid getting sucked
into the commercialized rat race promoting top-ranked colleges as the
“prize” to be won at all costs.
According to Thacker and many
other professionals in the field, the
arms-race fallout is significant: It generates anxiety and cynicism among
parents and students. It turns the educational journey into a high-stakes
contest for a high-status prize. It en-

Lloyd Thacker founded The Education Conservancy, a
nonprofit focused on taking the frenzy out of the collegeadmissions process.
and the image of increased selectivity,
which leads to applicant anxiety and
students hedging bets against falling
admissions rates by applying to more
colleges, which leads to greater college uncertainty about yield rates,
which leads to manipulation of admissions decisions through “enrollment
management” strategies like greater
use of waiting lists, which leads to
more student anxiety, and so on.
The college marketing materials often attempt to cast a wide net, appealing to as many students as possible,
including students who have virtually
no hope of being selected.
Another practice targeted for criticism is the large weight given to high
SAT and ACT scores, which the USC
conference report says is educationally unwarranted as well as biased
against low-income students. Emphasizing test scores in college rankings,
marketing and media also fuels the
multi-billion dollar test prep industry,
which in turn feeds and profits from
increased parent and student anxieties.
The college arms race is predicated
on the assumption that students and
parents will view admission to a prestigious, selective college as the ticket
to a lifetime of advantages, especially

Finding purpose: a bigger job than before
Previous generations actually benefited from fewer
choices, societal turmoil

T

oday’s fast-paced, global society and uncertain economy add hurdles to the process of
self-development for youth.
“Finding that purpose is a bigger job today than
30, 40, even 20 years ago. There is so much more
out there to bombard and overwhelm,” said Jim
Montoya, College Board senior vice-president and
former Stanford University dean of students and
admissions. At the same time, as “a matter of selfpreservation” young people need that internal “rudder” to filter through the complications of modern
life, according to Montoya.
Gunn High School graduate Miranda Chatfield
agrees.
“It may be the combination of being a young person in today’s age. It’s hard; it’s not like how it used
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to be, when my parents went to college, definitely
different,” she said.
William Damon, Stanford University School
of Education professor, psychologist and a former
Gunn parent, believes there is good evidence for
this conclusion. For one thing, certain historical
events, like the Great Depression, World War II
and the Civil Rights movement, provided “readymade purposes that made it a lot easier for young
people to find a sense of direction.” Families, the
nation and victims of discrimination needed their
help; and young people saw their purpose in rising
to meet those challenges.
“These historical epochs gave young people a
chance to throw themselves into something that was
meaningful, consequential and purposeful,” he said.

Also, in past years, young people were more constrained by traditional roles and values, and also geography. There were fewer choices within familiar
communities. For many young people, this made it
easier to find direction and meaning. In the modern era, these traditions have broken down, creating
greater freedom and more choices. This can make it
tougher to develop a sense of self and purpose.
“When things break down, even when it’s for
good reasons, they don’t always break down in ways
that make everything rosy,” Damon said.
In addition to a huge range of choices for young
people, the economy is “changing like crazy” and
the rates of marriage are going way down, creating
greater uncertainties in areas of work and family,
Damon said. “That makes it harder for many young
people to focus on something they’re going to dedicate themselves to in a purposeful way.” N
— Terri Lobdell

in today’s increasingly competitive
global economy. The allure of this
hook (often marketed to the hilt) is
difficult for students — and their parents who want the best for them — to
resist.
And yet resisting this arms race is
what most educators, psychologists
and other professionals working with
youth recommend.
Thacker and other experts emphasize that where a student goes to
college is not as important as most
people think.
“It’s the student and what that student does in college that contributes
most significantly to educational payoff,” said Thacker.
Stanford Dean of Freshmen and
Undergraduate Advising Julie Lythcott-Haims urges parents to start
talking with their children about the
top 100 schools (instead of the usual
top 10 or 12) as excellent places to go
“and to truly believe it.”
In “Path to Purpose: How Young
People Find Their Calling in Life,”
Stanford Professor of Education and
psychologist William Damon warns
parents not to substitute their own
desires and efforts for those of their
children in the college application
process.
“Finding the right match ... is far
more important for a student’s ultimate
happiness than securing a spot in the
most prestigious place. It is counterproductive to shade the truth about the
child’s true accomplishments, goals,
and interests because the prevarication stands in the way of finding the
right match. Many students, driven by
their status-seeking parents, squeeze
into places they don’t belong, only to
discover after some failure that their
interests and potentials are better
recognized and fulfilled elsewhere.
... These concerns are well known by
educators everywhere,” he writes.
“When you look at college as a
source of education, you can see
that different colleges have different
things to offer, and it’s not in proportion to how highly they’re ranked in
U.S. News,” Damon told the Weekly.
“One of the glories of the American
higher education system is that there’s
so many different choices.” N
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Profiles of
purposeful youth

by Terri Lobdell

From community service to
filmmaking, Palo Alto young adults
are guided by their chosen passions

I

Naomi Shachter (Gunn High ‘08), now a senior at Stanford
University, discovered her passion through Youth Community
Service (YCS).

Elaine Chen (Paly ‘07), left, works at a YCS table during the Not
in Our School Event during spring 2007. The activity involved
“dissolving stereotypes” by writing stereotypes on rice paper,
placing them in a pool of water and watching the words dissolve.

Courtesy of Sereena Ojakian

school resume. He wondered if he
should have gone out for a sport.
“It’s hard to have so much uncertainty about college admissions.
What and how much should you do?
It scares people; it scared me ... It
was a very stressful day when the
admit decision came over the email.
I had a headache and other physical
symptoms,” he recalled.
Shachter also felt the impulse to
take on too much to build her college
resume. She developed her own test
to help ensure her choices aligned
with her own desires: “If someone
forbid me from putting this on my
college application, would I still
want to do it?” The answer to that
question told her what she needed to
know.
At Paly, Chen knew early on that
an elite college wasn’t for her, but
still she felt external pressures to do
things to bolster her college resume.
Her decision to forego AP classes
drew critical reactions.
“My friends would worry, asking
me: ‘How will you get into a good
school?’” she said. “I was OK with
not wanting what everybody wanted,
but there was a cost to that.” Chen felt
“really insecure” her first two years
of high school and said she “did not
fit in at all.” By junior year, though,
“something changed me — not sure
what. I realized that people were
hurting themselves over not achieving at the rate expected,” she said.
The harmful effects she observed
influenced her to have more faith in
her own decisions about what was
right for her.
Chen said when her friends would
get together in high school, the talk
was all about academic performance — SATs, colleges, awards,
how people were stacking up — and
the stress people were feeling. Chen
by contrast felt little academic stress
and instead increasingly experienced
internal peace about her choices.
Ojakian took her mental health
seriously in high school.
“I chose to do things because I
wanted to. If I was too stressed, I
would make a change,” she said.
When her older brother Adam died
by suicide at U.C. Davis her sophomore year, “it caused me to see the
importance of reflection, knowing
my feelings, being sure to pay attention to myself. It all became very
pertinent to me.”
At Paly she saw a lot of people
stressed out and unhappy, thinking
“if they don’t do really well on everything, everything in their lives
will crumble.”
“By senior year, I was burnt out
on this mentality,” she said. “I was
tired of seeing friends doing things
to build the college resume. It upset me that people were driven like
this. I kept trying to tell them that
their health and happiness was more
important.” N

Courtesy of Elaine Chen

Chen plans to attend grad school
next fall at San Diego State University
for her educational-specialist degree
to become a school psychologist.
Paly ‘07 grad Sereena Ojakian
found purpose in theater costume
design and construction. At one of
Paly’s Career Days, Ojakian heard a
wedding dressmaker talk about her
job. Ojakian began thinking about
her own interest in sewing, which led
her to consider becoming a costume
designer. She tried her hand helping
Paly teacher Mike McGovern with
his history classes’ reenactments.
Her growing passion for creating
costumes guided Ojakian’s college
choices. She picked five liberal arts
prospects with strong theater programs.
“Paly’s career center was very
helpful with this,” she said.
When she was admitted to Southern Oregon University, a small
public liberal arts university with a
thriving theater program, she happily accepted.
Like Chen, Ojakian discovered
a different atmosphere at Southern
Oregon.
“It’s a state school, not fancy,” she
said. “A lot of kids have jobs and
need to work. They value their education. It has been a good experience
to see kids going to school because
they want to.”
Gunn ‘10 grad and UC Berkeley
sophomore Joyce Liu was affected
by the 2009 suicides in Palo Alto
and wanted to find a way to help her
school community.
“It was a tough time for a lot of
people,” she said. She saw first-hand
the importance of peer support,
which sparked an idea. She and fellow seniors Esther Han and Yoni
Alon co-founded a peer-support
network called ROCK (for “Reach
Out. Care. Know.”), which recruited
students to trainings, meetings and
outreach activities and created social support and connection among
Gunn students.
Alon said he had not done anything in the community before
with such passion. Both he and Liu
learned new skills, ranging from organizational to interpersonal. The
efforts dominated their senior year,
adding to their workloads, but they
both said they coped well with that.
“The quality of stress is different if
I’m doing something I want to be doing,” Liu said. “It was a heartwarming
and very empowering experience.”
Even with a clear sense of purpose,
students report the strain of being immersed in a college-obsessed culture,
including wrestling with personal
doubts and being pulled down with
worry about stressed out friends.
Paly ‘11 grad and NYU Film
School freshman Colin Marchon
(see “Getting off the treadmill” on
page 33) at times felt anxious and
guilty about the adequacy of his high

Courtesy of Naomi Shachter

n Palo Alto, as elsewhere nationwide, there are many examples
of youth with purpose. According to the research of Stanford University School of Education professor William Damon, about one in
five adolescents has a strong sense
of purpose in their pursuits, with
movement towards larger numbers
for those in their early 20s.
Naomi Shachter (Gunn High ‘08),
now a senior at Stanford, decided she
wanted more from her high school
years than admission to a top college.
“I wanted to find an authentic passion,” Shachter said. “If you don’t get
into that top college, then at least you
have an activity you’ve developed
that you love.”
In middle school, she discovered
the nonprofit Youth Community
Service (YCS) and found her purpose in service there, taking on
greater leadership roles with each
passing year. Reflection was a large
part of choosing and committing to
the hard work required, something
her parents and adults at YCS and
her synagogue encouraged.
Palo Alto High ‘05 grad John
Beamer had an early passion for
film and an enduring gratitude for
the support of video production
teacher Ron Williamson and the
theater department during his high
school years. For him, theater and
film activities provided that needed
“anchor” to develop his gifts.
“That was my whole purpose and
passion,” he said.
He is now a graduate of New York
University (NYU) Film School,
working on his own film projects in
New York.
Elaine Chen, Paly ‘07 grad, also
found her high school niche at
YCS.
“I wanted to do things to help
people and YCS helped me figure
out my direction” starting in middle
school, she said. She was drawn to
studying socioeconomic gaps and
multicultural issues in education,
an interest YCS mentors and leadership programs supported her in
developing.
Chen found her college match in
Rockhurst University, a small liberal
arts school in Missouri. “At Rockhurst, I had a completely different
experience” from Paly, she said.
Going to college was not a given for
most students. Her Rockhurst friends
worked to help pay for college, something she said gave more meaning to
their education. By sophomore year,
Chen too began working — jobs she
never would have worked in Palo
Alto, like car-wash attendant — and
contributed some of these earnings
to her own education.
“This was a rich learning environment for me,” she said. “It opened
my mind and eyes to whole other
perspectives, especially the rewards
of working and contributing.”

Sereena Ojakian (Paly ‘07) works on a costume at Southern
Oregon University, where she is studying theater-costume design.
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Whose problem is it, anyway?

by Terri Lobdell

Parents, community can help youth
discover their own path to success,
experts say

I
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How Parental Pressure and Material Advantage Are Creating
a Generation of Disconnected
and Unhappy Kids”: “There is a
growing awareness that, in spite
of tremendous external accomplishment, many kids are both
dreadfully unhappy and impaired
in their ability to function autonomously. ... Heavily dependent on
their ‘public’ success for a sense
of self, many of these youngsters
have little in the way of authentic
purpose in their lives, leaving a
void where conscience, generosity
and connection should be.”
A January New York Times
article, “Record Level of Stress
Found in College Freshmen,” reported on troubling results from
an annual survey begun 25 years
ago, “the latest evidence of what
(campus counselors) see every
day in their offices — students
who are depressed, under stress
and using psychiatric medication,
prescribed even before they came
to college.”
According to Damon, recent
studies show that many collegeage youth display serious signs
of depression. Colleges are also
concerned about a rise in suicide
risks in recent years.
Chatfield reported that she “saw
high levels of drinking, high levels of stress and anxiety” while at
Cornell. In addition, a number of
her Palo Alto friends and acquaintances had a difficult time adjusting to college; many transferred,
dropped out entirely or stopped
out for a year like she did. Bisset
also described how “so many kids
in college fall into depression, fall
into drug abuse, various forms of
escapism.”
According to Denise Pope, a
lecturer with the Stanford School
of Education and co-founder with
Levine of the organization Challenge Success, college students
used to seek counseling mainly
for relationship issues; now academic issues have taken the lead,
and the complaints are often more
serious in nature.
“There are levels of depression
and anxiety never seen before,”
she said. “The systems were not
set up for this.”
All colleges are experiencing
this rise in mental health challenges, not just elite institutions or
affluent populations, Pope said.
Lythcott-Haims confirms that
the Stanford admissions office,
like others nationwide, is grappling with the challenges presented by these mental health trends,
which affect appetites for learning along with other important
aspects of campus life.
“This year I participated in a

Rabbi Patricia Karlin-Neumann, Stanford’s senior associate dean
for religious life and a former Paly parent, says it’s important
for adults to take off “the blinders” that keep them from seeing
youths’ stress.

Courtesy of Miranda Chatfield

the right reasons,” Damon said.
“They’ve accomplished a goal,
but the goal isn’t the kind of goal
that is very sustaining. And then
what?”
Damon believes it’s important
for young people to enter college
with one or more purposes they
are pursuing.
“The purpose can be further
defined, be made more concrete
or can even be changed while in
college,” he said. But without an
understanding of what they want
to accomplish in college and why,
they are at risk.
According to Damon, some
kids will make the transition to
college fine, even without a sense
of purpose upon entering, because
“they’ll get into an exciting class
or find some inspirational mentor.” This will connect them to
important underlying reasons to
be in college, and from there a
sense of purpose will develop.
“In our research, we’re finding significant movement, especially in the early 20s,” he told the
Weekly.
But too many college students
do not find that foothold and begin to burn out, grow anxious, feel
lost and empty, get depressed, and
suffer other mental health disorders, according to youth experts
and multiple accounts in Psychology Today, The Chronicle of
Higher Education, The New York
Times, The Atlantic, and other
publications.
Stanford Dean of Freshmen and
Undergraduate Advising and Palo
Alto parent Julie Lythcott-Haims
has given a lot of thought to this
issue.
“Those of us who work with
young people today sense that
something is different, and perhaps drastically different ... as
compared to as recently as 10
years ago. Depending on our
vantage point, we have different
senses of the cause and the outcome. Based on what I’ve read
and observed, I’m intrigued by
the notion that many of today’s
high-achieving students seem to
accomplish that high achievement
at the cost of something even
more important, which is their
sense of self or their sense of purpose. We have to ask ourselves, if
that is possibly true, ‘Why? What
are we doing or what are we not
doing that one can grow to what
was once the age of adulthood
without actually having formed a
sense of self that enables one to
step out into adulthood and function on one’s own joyfully, able to
cope?’”
Psychologist Madeline Levine
writes in “The Price of Privilege:

Veronica Weber

t’s no secret that Palo Altans
are concerned about negative stress and its impact on
the mental health of high school
youth. Local teen suicides in recent years have propelled this
issue to the surface of public
consciousness and generated numerous committees, forums, programs, coalitions and initiatives
to address it.
What has been less noticed and
discussed, however, are the burgeoning mental health problems
that manifest for many youth in
college. Miranda Chatfield (Gunn
High ‘08) and Trevor Bisset (Palo
Alto High ‘05) — whose experiences were detailed on pages 33
and 34 — are but two examples
of the high price paid for running
too hard on the high school treadmill. Both teens suffered emotional problems serious enough
to require counseling and a year
off from college.
“We need to own this problem
as a community,” Leif Erickson,
director of the nonprofit Youth
Community Service (YCS), told
the Weekly.
While many stressed-out students hold it together in high
school, the emotional toll can
surface in college, which carries
its own set of stresses and lack
of home-front scaffolding. The
emotional challenges in college
can range from a feeling of being
lost to serious depression and everything in-between, according to
youth experts.
“I put all this pressure on myself to get to this point (Pomona
College), and I thought I could
relax and have all the answers.
... But then I had the whole world
in front of me, and it was much
bigger than the college selection
process. ... If the wheels are going
to come off, it will be in college.
If you’re going to crash and burn,
it’s going to be in college. That’s
absolutely what happened to me,”
Bisset said.
Stanford University School of
Education Professor and psychologist William Damon believes that
a sense of purpose — intrinsic,
sustaining and noble — provides
built-in protective factors against
depression and anxiety disorders.
But his research shows that the
vast majority of students entering
college have not yet developed a
clear sense of purposeful pursuit.
“And that’s why all of these colleges, all of them, can’t keep up
with the counseling services that
are being demanded. Kids are
flocking to the counseling services at all of these colleges because
a lot of the kids frankly aren’t prepared. They’re not going there for

Miranda Chatfield (Gunn High ‘08), left, stopped out of Cornell
University, working at Peet’s along with Aimee, one of her shift leads.
She found the experience eye-opening and enjoyable, and she returned
to Cornell this fall to pursue her Urban Regional Studies major.

conversation about how to ask (an
admissions application) question
that would in fact elicit whether
that student has that sense of purpose. ... It will be interesting to
see if the tweak of our questions
yields on that,” she said. The new
question was: “What matters to
you, and why?”

In fall 2006, trends at Stanford
and throughout the country led
Stanford Provost John Etchemendy to convene Stanford’s Student Mental Health and Wellbeing
Task Force.
“Increasingly, we are seeing
students struggling with mental
health concerns ranging from
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Courtesy of George Kadifa

George Kadifa (Paly ‘09), in back near the shelf, went on a service trip to Boston in 10th grade with his youth group from First Congregational Church of Palo Alto.

self-esteem issues and developmental disorders to depression, anxiety,
eating disorders, self-mutilation behaviors, schizophrenia and suicidal
behavior,” Etchemendy said in his
charge to the task force.
The Task Force report, issued
in 2008, said there was “abundant
evidence” that today’s students,
at Stanford and elsewhere, suffer
from more emotional problems and
mental illnesses than earlier generations.
The report indicated surprise to
find that emotional distress on campus wasn’t limited to students who
were struggling academically. Students with stellar academic records
also were susceptible.
“We have students, who, no matter what else is going on in their
lives, know how to get those grades,
and know how to do very well academically, and so it masks that they
may be struggling emotionally,”
said Rabbi Patricia Karlin-Neumann, a member of the Task Force.
“They may have no friends. They
may not have a sense of belonging.
They may feel that no one in the
community cares about them. It’s
important for us to take away the
blinders that keep us from seeing

their distress.”
The report concluded: “A shift
in cultural norms and expectations is needed. The University is
committed to fostering students’
development through learning, personal growth and success, and yet
the definition of success cannot be
limited to academic achievement
alone. The Task Force believes that
it is necessary to critically examine
expectations surrounding academic
achievement and to assess their impact on students’ mental health and
well-being. Qualifying students for
‘personal success and direct usefulness in life’ as outlined by the
Founding Grant means that a student’s academic achievement may
not be the most significant measure
of qualification and preparation.”
Broadening definitions of success beyond academic achievement,
along with greater support systems,
as recommended by the Stanford
task force, would help many college students achieve greater wellbeing. However, Damon believes
the process needs to begin earlier,
especially as a counterbalance to
the pressure to achieve more superficial goals.
“If, during the early years of

strenuous effort and high achievement, they had found purposes that
went deeper than the grades and
awards, they would have hit the
ground running when they entered
college. They would have been eager to gain more knowledge and
skills in order to help them better
accomplish their chosen purposes,”
he writes in his book, “The Path to
Purpose: How Young People Find
Their Calling in Life.”

W

hen it comes to fostering
that earlier sense of purpose, parents have a large
supporting role to play, according
to Damon. Yet modern parenting
styles may in fact work against the
normal, healthy formation of identity and purpose.
Many of the students interviewed
for this article spoke of parental influence in creating pressures to succeed along a path defined by elite
colleges and material affluence, in
part because that is what worked for
them. This mirrors what psychologists and other youth experts have
observed.
“We can be myopic when we insist that high grades, well-known
schools, or particular professions

are the royal road to happiness. A
life well lived takes many forms. ...
(W)hen we insist that our children
be gratified by the same things that
have gratified us, then we limit the
roads they can travel on, roads that
may be closer to their own hearts,”
Levine writes. The tendency to focus on and overly value external
measures of accomplishment “is
directly related to high rates of depression and substance abuse,” she
says, and also to “a general sense
that living can be unbearably difficult.”
Bisset sees parental achievements as creating strong pressures
on youth.
“Unlike the East Coast, a lot of
parents here made themselves. ...
There’s a lot of grit, a lot of ingenuity. There’s a lot of American
Dream stories with immigrants. ...
My dad is one of them,” he said.
According to Bisset, this milieu
leads kids to measure their selfworth by their ability to integrate
within an affluent, entrepreneurial
society.
Gunn math teacher Daisy Renazco says that parents, friends, TV and
newspapers often give the impression that the only path to success is

via a top school and top job.
“The Stanford connections in
Palo Alto are strong,” she said. The
kids also witness Google and Facebook dominating the local landscape, both high-powered companies hiring grads from top schools.
“The kids see that and feel pressure,” she said.
George Kadifa, Paly ‘09 and current UC Berkeley junior, noted the
bias against risk that develops from
material wealth: “In Palo Alto we
have it good. Our parents are affluent. People are trying to preserve
this — they want the same thing
for their children. The result is that
they have created a society adverse
to risk. They are trying to replicate
success along a rigid path. They are
scared to have their kids fail — but
look at Steve Jobs and other entrepreneurs who failed along the way.
It’s ironic that a city built on taking
risks is not prepared to let the kids
fail. And that’s a problem.”
“Palo Alto has a lot of cautious
parents who don’t let their kids fall
down. They lose their resiliency if
you don’t let them make mistakes,”
said Sereena Ojakian, Paly ‘07 and
current senior at Southern Oregon
(continued on page 44)
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University. “The whole point of being 8-18 is you run around doing
stupid stuff, and you learn from
it.”
Parents sometimes try to have
it both ways, telling their kids,
“Don’t stress out about school,” but
also “Hurry up, you need to go to
tutoring, college-prep classes, community service to get those hours,
whatever it takes to look good on
the college application,” several local parents said. For a kid, it’s hard
to know what to make of that.
And some parents outright push.
“I felt like there were a lot of
young adults who were afraid of
their parents, of their disapproval,”
Chatfield said. “(One parent) just
wanted her daughter to take more
and more classes, even if (she) was
at her breaking point. Her mom was
saying, ‘You have to take all these
APs; I don’t care how much you
sleep. I just want you to get your
work done, and I’ll do anything so
you can do this.’”
Stanford’s Lythcott-Haims believes parent behavior is at the core
of youths’ difficulty with developing self, autonomy and purpose.
She described many students she
sees as “failure-deprived” and attributes this to overprotective parenting styles that are “very present
in the details of a child’s life.”
“We protect them from all that we
fear is out there. I can only imagine

that that’s got to have something to
do with a fragile self developing. ...
It used to be that helicopter parents
and the over-involved parents were
the outliers. ... But every year there
were more and more and now it’s
just normal,” she said.
Lythcott-Haims and other college deans describe many college
students today as “teacups” (beautiful, but quite delicate) or “hothouse
flowers” (exquisite under the right
conditions but cannot survive in the
elements).
“I think some time ago ... parents
started to be more involved with ensuring outcomes for their children,”
she said. “Parents began to change,
and for good reasons, trying to be
more helpful, useful, leverage their
own expertise, connections, life experience to help place their children
in better outcomes. But a line was
crossed and parents started to do
things for kids that kids should do
for themselves,” she said.
Lythcott-Haims refers to many
youth who have lived a “checklisted
childhood,” with that checklist set
by adults. When they come to Stanford, she tells freshmen, “There is
no checklist ... We don’t have that
for you any longer.”
“I want that to feel liberating
and exhilarating, but in fact I think
for many it is frightening because
they are so good at mastering the
checklist of increasingly difficult
expectations. But give them a blank
page, and they’re often lacking in
the wherewithal to design, create,
imagine,” she said.
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It’s often hard for parents of high
school students to know when to
back off.
“It feels like we’re in an arms
race. We parents are trying to keep
up with the parents around us,”
Lythcott-Haims said. “We don’t
want to provide any fewer opportunities for our kids, so more activities, harder classes seem to be the
path to success. And those seem to

“

We protect them
from all that we fear
is out there. I can
only imagine that
that’s got to have
something to do
with a fragile self
developing.

“

Whose problem?

—Julie Lythcott - Haims, Stanford
dean of freshmen

be the kids who get into the colleges
we’d all be proud to send our kids
to. But I think as parents we have
to ask, ‘At what cost?’ We do all
of this, and we deposit them at the
doors of the dream college, but if
they are not capable of taking those
steps without us, what have we
done? We’ve actually set them up
for these extreme let-downs.”

Lythcott-Haims sees some of
this dynamic play out when parents
hover and linger after bringing their
freshmen to college.
“The implicit message is ‘I don’t
think you can do this without me.
... You’re that fragile, or you’re that
incapable, or you’re that unfamiliar
with the workings of life ... to do for
yourself, to put your hands in the
dirt and do it,” she said.
Palo Alto Board of Education
President Melissa Baten-Caswell
also is concerned about the tight
connection many parents have with
their children, and how that impacts
student stress.
“Parents are more involved in
kids’ lives these days. Many kids
are not allowed to grow up until
later. By the time they enter college, many haven’t had a chance to
practice. They are so ill-equipped
to be on their own,” she said.
“We have to help parents see that
holding our kids too close is not
allowing them to become healthy,
successful adults,” she said.
Damon writes: “Young people do
not wish to be shielded from hard
realities. They wish to learn how to
accomplish their dreams in the face
of such realities.”

D

amon’s work on the importance of purpose in youth
development has generated numerous positive strategies
for fostering a culture of purpose
within families, schools and communities. Others interviewed by the
Weekly have recommendations on

this as well.
Starting with families, Damon’s
research has identified several
critical things that parents can do
to foster a sense of purpose in their
children:
s ,ISTEN CLOSELY FOR THE SPARK THEN
fan the flame. Take advantage of
regular opportunities to open a
dialog
s "E OPEN MINDED AND SUPPORTIVE OF
the sparks of interest expressed
s #ONVEY YOUR OWN SENSE OF PURpose and the meaning you derive
from your work
s )MPART WISDOM ABOUT THE PRACTIcalities of life
s )NTRODUCE CHILDREN TO POTENTIAL
mentors
s %NCOURAGE AN ENTREPRENEURIAL ATtitude (you can do it!)
s .URTURE A POSITIVE OUTLOOK
s )NSTILL IN CHILDREN A FEELING OF
agency, linked to responsibility
(whatever you do in this world
matters).
Damon also recommends regular
household chores to teach children
that they are needed, that others
are counting on them, that what
they do matters to the whole. Yet
many youth are routinely excused
from doing regular tasks within the
family, due to busy schedules, high
stress levels and parental notions
that perhaps the child’s time is better spent studying or doing extracurricular activities. This misses a
key opportunity to foster a sense of
purpose, Damon says.
Levine agrees: “Worrying that
kids won’t be able to maintain
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their grades if they are expected to students about all that they do.
straighten their room, set the table,
“Every part of the curriculum
take out the garbage, and do what- should be taught with the ‘Why?’
ever else is appropriate for their age question squarely in the foreground,”
and needed by the family ... is a sign he writes. Why do people read litof misplaced priorities. ... (A)ca- erature or go to a Shakespeare play?
demic competence is only one part Why do mathematicians labor over
of what chilproofs that students
dren need to
must learn?
learn in order
For those who
to be producworry about taking
Kids need three
tive, emotiontime away from subally healthy,
healthy adults at ject matter to explore
good people.”
these questions, Daleast — besides
It’s not just
mon believes finding
up to parents,
the path to purpose,
their parents —
however.
even if it appears to
“Even for
take time away from
mentoring them
children with
more immediate
optimal parprogthrough the teen measurable
enting, the
ress on standardbroader soized tests, leads to
years.
ciety plays a
the more worthwhile
decisive role,”
result in the long run
—Cait Black, Trinity Episcopal
Damon writes.
— a love of learning
Church youth director
Adult menfor learning’s sake.
tors outside the
Teachers and other
family can be critical to broadening professionals interviewed by the
a child’s horizons and supporting Weekly agreed with Damon, althem in the process of exploration though recognizing, as did Damon,
and reflection, according to many the tremendous pressures teachers
youth experts.
feel to keep up with material re“Kids need three healthy adults quired by the state and subject to
at least — besides their parents — standardized testing.
mentoring them through the teen
Many suggested that schools
years,” said Cait Black, Menlo Park could use existing classes to teach
Trinity Episcopal Church youth di- students about balance, self-care
rector.
and stress reduction. Living Skills
When it comes to schools foster- class — a one-semester requirement
ing purpose, Damon advocates addressing the “why” question with

“

“

Courtesy of George Kadifa

George Kadifa (Paly ‘09), a junior at U.C. Berkeley, believes it’s important to let kids fail and
learn from the experience.

(continued on page 46)

ANNOUNCING
T H E 2 6 TH A N N U A L
PA L O A L T O W E E K L Y

JUDGES:
ADULT/YOUNG ADULT
Tom Parker, Award winning novelist and short story writer, UC
Extension and Foothill College Instructor and former Stanford
Instructor
Meg Waite Clayton, is the nationally best selling author of The Four
Ms. Bradwells, The Wednesday Sisters, and The Bellwether Prize
finalist The Language of Light. She lives with her family in Palo Alto,
and is at work on a fourth novel to be published by Ballantine in
2013.
Pamela Gullard, Pamela Gullard’s stories have appeared in
the North American Review, Arts and Letters, The Iowa Review,
TriQuarterly and other journals and anthologies. With co-author
Nancy Lund, she has written three nonfiction books; the latest, Under
the Oaks: Two Hundred Years in Atherton, appeared in 2009.
Pamela teaches personal narrative and literature at Menlo College.

CHILDREN/TEEN
Katy Obringer, Former supervisor of Palo Alto Children’s Library
Caryn Huberman Yacowitz, Playwright and Children’s book author
Nancy Etchemendy, Children’s book author

NE
DEADLI ED
ENTRY DEADLINE:
EXTENDAll Writers:
December 2, 2011, 5:30 p.m.

PRIZES

FOR ADULTS:
$500 Cash - FIRST PLACE
$300 Cash - SECOND PLACE
$200 Cash - THIRD PLACE
FOR YOUNG ADULT/CHILDREN/TEEN:
$100 Gift Certificate - FIRST PLACE
$75 Gift Certificate - SECOND PLACE
$50 Gift Certificate - THIRD PLACE
Certificates are from co-sponsoring
area bookstores.
Bell’s Books (*ages 15-17)
Kepler’s (*ages 12-14)
Linden Tree (*ages 9-11)
*age as of entry deadline

All adult winners and first place young winners in each category will be
announced in the Palo Alto Weekly in February 2012.
All winning stories will be published online at www.PaloAltoOnline.com

CONTEST RULES

1. The contest is open to anyone who lives, works or attends school full-time in Palo Alto, Menlo Park, Atherton, Stanford, Portola Valley, Woodside,
Mountain View, Los Altos, Los Altos Hills, and East Palo Alto.
2. Limit of one entry per person.
3. Stories must be typed, double-spaced. Maximum 2,500 words. Longer stories will be disqualified.
4. $15 entry fee, along with hard copy, for all ADULT stories; $5 entry fee for YOUNG WRITERS under 18. Make checks payable to “Palo Alto Weekly.”
5. Entries may not have been previously published.
6. Signed entry form must accompany story. Author’s name should NOT appear anywhere on pages of story.
7. All winners are required to email their story to the Palo Alto Weekly in a Microsoft Word Document as an attachment.
Mail manuscripts to: Palo Alto Weekly Short Story Contest,
P.O. Box 1610, Palo Alto, CA 94302 or deliver to
450 Cambridge Ave., Palo Alto
Questions: shortstory@paweekly.com
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Whose problem?
(continued from page 45)

for graduation — topped the list.
At Gunn, a program new this fall
seeks to change the campus culture
in ways that encourage greater selfknowledge and resilience. Called
“Sources of Strength,” it trains and
empowers students within a peerto-peer structure, along with selected “caring adults,” to identify
and cultivate internal and external
sources of strength (see sidebar on
page 47).
In all that schools do, Pope emphasizes the importance of “deep
engagement in learning.” She advocates rigorous, project-based, collaborative approaches combined with
good pedagogy to accomplish this.

“The feeling of being engaged
enables you to get connected to a
sense of purpose,” she said. “It all
flows towards positive outcomes
from there.”
Many interviewed by the Weekly
advocated broadening notions of
success in families and in schools,
in addition to taking the spotlight
off the college resume. Several suggested dropping the phrase, “You
need to do this if you want to get
into a good college.”
“We need to make it a community
responsibility to open kids’ eyes to
more diverse possibilities,” Baten
Caswell said.
Levine writes: “There are schools
besides the Ivies, fulfilling work
besides the professions, and worthwhile activities that are never practiced at private clubs. While there

Why college feels
less stressful
High school grads say they
learn to relax in college

C

ollege is less stressful than high school for many recent
Palo Alto high school grads, according to Weekly interviews. Stanford University senior and Gunn High School
‘08 grad Naomi Shachter said this is true for her and her high school
friends.
George Kadifa, UC Berkeley junior and ‘09 Palo Alto High grad
agrees: “I’m definitely a happier person in college.”
College feels more comfortable for various reasons, students said:
the ability to choose classes, less total class time, more flexible schedules, less pressure to do extracurricular activities, activities that are
student-run, more time with friends, greater equality when dealing
with faculty, more interesting classes due to professors being able to
determine their own curriculum, professors inviting more discussion
of “why” questions, less competition among students, less pressure to
build a resume (the possibilities after college are more numerous than
post high school), and getting away from pushy parents.
“When part of your purpose was supplied by other people, going
away to college can liberate you,” said Zev Karlin-Neumann, Paly
‘07 and Stanford ‘11 graduate.
Stanford School of Education Professor, psychologist and former
Gunn parent William Damon said this reaction to college is due to
the different atmospheres in high school and college related to fear
levels and types of aspirations.
In high school, “There’s a lot of fear that: ‘I’m not going to pass
the test,’ ‘I’m not going to make good enough grades,’ ‘I’m not going
to the right college,’ ‘I’m not going to look good in comparison with
my peers,’ and that fear by the way is communicated directly from
the teachers who also are afraid that they’re not going to get good
performance records because the kids are not going to do well.”
According to Damon, “Fear is one of the great emotions that throw
people off balance in terms of being able to experience the elevating
things in life like a sense of purpose, or inspiration or anything like
that. When you make someone afraid, all systems absolutely stop.”
In college, he said, the atmosphere is less judgmental and more
relaxed.
The other element of difference arises from the high school quest to
get into the most prestigious college. “That’s a status-seeking kind of
aspiration that brings out the worst, most base aspects of the motivation system. It’s very tied to greed, where nothing is ever good enough
unless you get to the top and even if you get to the top, maybe there’s
something more than that,” he said.
“So these two big emotions — fear and greed — are the two powerful emotional systems that deflect the more affirmative, positive,
life-giving kinds of motivators,” Damon said.
According to Damon, nearly everybody is going to be susceptible
to a degree to these elements of fear and greed found in high schools.
Youth with well-formed identities or sense of purpose will be more
resilient, but they still will feel the adverse effects. Others will be
more vulnerable, with reactions ranging from bad moods and discouragement to being completely thrown off course. Some will be
able to bounce back especially when they get to college. The change
in environment lifts a large burden for many. N
— Terri Lobdell
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is nothing wrong with being a tennis-playing Harvard cardiologist ...
there is a world of options that we
need to let our children know are
just as interesting, just as valid, and
just as valuable.”
Stanford also is working to
change its campus culture. One new
program is the Resilience Project,
which operates via website videos
depicting the struggles, failures and
rejections of members of the Stanford community and the lessons,
opportunities and coping skills that
emerged from those experiences.
“We are trying to be intentional
about talking about resilience, and
the value of failure, flailing, disappointments, disillusionment. All
these things happen in the normal
course, and there’s nothing wrong
with you if those things happen.
You just pick yourself up and figure it out, and oftentimes you learn
great lessons as a result,” LythcottHaims said.
Stanford is also exploring a new
program called “Stanford 101,”
which would include an examination of “why am I here and how do
I make the most of it,” and other
topics related to purpose, as part of
giving students more opportunity
for structured reflection, according
to Lythcott-Haims.
Community efforts are also important.
“The closest thing to a prerequisite for a culture of purpose is
a sense of community,” Damon
writes.
Project Safety Net is one such effort to build a sense of community
and purpose around the well-being
of Palo Alto youth. Launched in
2009 in response to student suicides,
Project Safety Net is a broad-based
coalition of community partners, including the school district, focused
on suicide prevention and promotion of youth resilience and health.
A key component of Project Safety
Net’s efforts has been the “Developmental Assets” framework, which
seeks to measure and support the
strengths and skills youth need to
thrive. Last year more than 4,000
Palo Alto students were surveyed
on the 40 “developmental assets”
as well as indicators that they are
thriving or at-risk. The schools and
other agencies are using this survey
data to provide a framework for efforts to improve youth social-emotional health and connectedness.
Community leaders who work
with youth share Damon’s passion for purpose and incorporate
it into their program with great
intentionality. Youth Community
Service (YCS) is one example, offering youth service-learning opportunities that stress self-efficacy,
positive emotional and behavioral
health, along with reflection time
and exploration of the “why” questions, according to YCS director
Erickson.
Scouting and YMCA programs
also are tailored to helping youth
develop a strong sense of self and
purpose, according to several Palo
Alto parents and students.
Organized religion emphasizes
the importance of finding purpose
through their youth programs.
“We build community so that
kids have a sense of connection

to each other. ... The more you are
connected to others, the more you
feel your place in the world matters.
That gives you a sense of purpose,
a sense of common purpose,” said
Palo Alto First Congregational Senior Pastor Dave Howell.
Howell seeks to offer kids a safe
space to figure out who they are
and what gifts they bring to the
world apart from school and other
achievements. Programs for teens
range from service projects to musical-theater productions to culturalexchange trips to camp-counseling
opportunities; they emphasize service, reflection, the inherent worth
of each individual, the importance
of continued growth, and how everyone can contribute in their own
valuable way to the community.
George Kadifa grew up valuing the strong sense of community
at First Congregational, a place
“where everyone cares about you,
pays attention to you, and it’s completely safe to fail.” He learned his
main job was to find his calling,
which he said was “very liberating
because it offered an alternative to
the pressures to make money and
pursue status.”
Creating other opportunities to
contribute to community is important. Volunteering for local nonprofit organizations is promoted
through school requirements and
transcript recognition incentives.
Some take heart in the fact that
youth are spending more time in
community service than ever before, but others question the motives
and the real lessons learned. For
many students, community service
has become just another exercise in
resume building.
“I tell kids: ‘Yes, this might meet
your community-service hours requirement, this might be something
you put on an application somewhere, but if that’s the only reason
you’re doing it, then you lose the joy
of it,’” Howell said.
Pope urges adults “to love the
child before you, not the child you
hope to see.”
Bisset illustrated the type of emotional safety found in this approach
in his vision for the future.
“I think there should be an environment where a kid is comfortable
saying ‘I’m scared,’ ‘I’m not confident,’ ‘I don’t know if going to
Stanford is the best thing for me,’”
he said. “I think the ability to just
say that, ‘I’m not perfect, and I’m
just scared about not being perfect,’
would probably go a long way to reducing the suicides that we see and
the stress and the feeling of loneliness and helplessness.”
Chatfield said she and many other young people have not felt that
sense of safety to explore their fears
and vulnerabilities.
“I didn’t go to counseling for
a long time. ... I resisted because
that’s failure; that’s giving in to
something ... that’s admitting defeat,” Chatfield said. Many youth
fail to take advantage of the many
resources offered for this reason,
she noted.
As Lythcott-Haims suggests,
adults need to help set the stage for
youth to see that failing and flailing
are nothing to be afraid of, will not
be frowned upon or stigmatized,

and in fact, are important to growth.
Many other youth experts agree.
Damon concludes “The Path to
Purpose” with advice to all adults
on fostering purpose in youth: “We
can offer them possibilities that fire
their imaginations, guidance that
encourages their highest aspirations, support that helps them realize their aspirations, and a cultural
climate that inspires rather than demoralizes them. There is no young
person who cannot be uplifted by
this kind of attention.”

A

nd sometimes students just
need to take a break to sort
it all out. During her year off
from Cornell, Chatfield was able to
“take time away from academics for
once to figure out who I was. ... It
sounds cliché ... but there’s not a lot of
room for personal growth at Gunn. “
During this time, Chatfield lived at
home and worked at Peet’s, where she
enjoyed learning about small businesses and their role in community
building, something that intrigues her
as an Urban Regional Studies major.
Chatfield also found time to run and
cook, two hobbies previously sidelined by the academic priorities.
This fall Chatfield is back at Cornell with newfound purpose and
perspective.
“I’m excited to be going back,”
she told the Weekly. One of the lessons she takes with her is that “to
really accomplish anything meaningful, you should be doing it to
please yourself.”
She now values “a personal sense
of identity and self and agency, that
you can have a positive impact in
the world.”
Bisset also took a year off from
college between his sophomore and
junior years. He credits Pomona with
facilitating his recovery through
counseling and other hands-on resources, which prompted him to
ask a lot of questions about what he
should be doing and why.
“I learned that I’m great when I’m
busy with something I care about,”
Bisset said. He tuned into his passions
for the natural world and decided to
pursue an environmental-analyst degree upon his return to Pomona.
Bisset now works as a water analyst for the Indio Water Authority
and plans to get a water law degree
at the University of Texas.
“You couldn’t offer me a job at
Goldman Sachs and take me away
from this,” he said.
Bisset spent his last two years at
Pomona enjoying the process of accomplishing at a high level with a
heavy academic load.
“I was just motivated by working
for something concrete that mattered to me. It was transformative,”
he said.
Bisset said that “purpose did more
for me than therapy, than medications, than anything ever possibly
could have.” N
Freelance writer Terri Lobdell
can be emailed at terri.lobdell@
gmail.com.

TALK ABOUT IT

www.PaloAltoOnline.com
What steps can Palo Alto adults take to
help teens discover their purpose in life?
Share your opinion on Town Square,
the online discussion forum at Palo Alto
Online.
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Teens, school staff
unite against stress

by Terri Lobdell

Gunn’s new peer-network program promotes
healthy, supportive
community

S

“

Jonathan Yong

elected Gunn High School stu- the school district and Packard
dents have begun trainings as Children’s Hospital, SOS began this
part of a new, comprehensive summer with initial trainings for 10
wellness program called “Sources ROCK students, Dunlap, Gunn Prinof Strength,” which empowers peers cipal Katya Villalobos and Assistant
to support each other, connect with Principal Tom Jacoubowsky.
trusted caring adults, and change
“Everybody was pretty excited
how teens perceive the need to ask about it,” said Matthis Pluska, Gunn
for help, according to Shashank senior and ROCK leader.
Joshi, psychiatrist and Stanford UniAccording to Gunn junior and
versity assistant
ROCK
leader
professor of psyHelen Carefoot,
chiatry, pediatrics
the SOS trainand education.
ing focuses on a
Push yourself
Sources
of
“wheel” of poStrength (SOS)
tential sources of
based on your
was originally
strength — both
developed in the
internal and exterown interests. If you nal — in a young
late 1990s in
North Dakota as a
person’s life. The
have too many
teen suicide-preeight “spokes”
vention program,
on the wheel are:
voices
telling
you
showing encourfamily support,
aging results in
positive friends,
what
to
do,
then
a statewide cammentors, healthy
paign. Since then
activities, generyou
have
trouble
it has expanded
osity, spirituality,
nationwide and
medical access
making good
shown positive
and mental health.
results in research
Each one of these
choices.
studies, received
areas is examined
awards, and been
and discussed in
—Helen Carefoot, ROCK
recognized as a
the training.
leader and Gunn junior
“best practices
The SOS curricprogram,” aculum helps teens
cording to Joshi,
gain
balance,
who is directing and evaluating the make better choices and cope with
program as it rolls out at Gunn.
stress, according to Carefoot.
The key to SOS’s success is the
“It helps us to steer a course for
use of peer networks to deliver ourselves,” she said. “It encourages
positive messages that ripple out an empowered peer-to-peer culture
through social circles and com- to permeate the high school.”
munity-building activities, and in
Carefoot said there is a “big emturn leads to a sense of connec- phasis” running through the protion, healthier behaviors and in- gram on the importance of intrinsic
creased resilience. SOS’s approach motivation.
acknowledges the critical role of
“Push yourself based on your own
young people.
interests,” she said. “If you have too
“If the adults try to do it alone, it many voices telling you what to do,
falls flat,” the SOS website states.
then you have trouble making good
To launch this program, Joshi choices.”
and SOS recruited Gunn’s studentChandler Gardiner, Gunn junior
led peer support network known and ROCK leader, agrees. SOS
as ROCK (for “Reach Out. Care. gives students a “tool kit,” she said,
Know.”), founded in 2009 in re- to develop better self-knowledge
sponse to student suicides. Through and the ability to cope with stress.
trainings, outreach and activities, “Trusted adults also are so imporROCK members offer social and tant. They can help with situations
emotional support for any student that seem overwhelming.”
needing a safe and sympathetic ear.
“Sources of Strength is a guided
ROCK earned recognition for its ac- process for developing self and purcomplishments last spring with the pose,” said Gunn grad and ROCK
Positive Peer Influence Award from co-founder Yoni Alon, who parthe nonprofit Project Cornerstone.
ticipated in the summer training.
The SOS program is a good fit “It’s important for students to feel
with ROCK’s mission, according like they have their own purpose in
to ROCK student leaders and Paul whatever they’re doing because othDunlap, ROCK’s teacher adviser erwise they won’t be happy.”
and Gunn English teacher. With
Last month, 27 Gunn staff memROCK’s buy-in and funding from bers volunteered to attend an SOS

Clockwise, from top, Helen Carefoot, Sarah Dukes-Schlossberg, Ria Bhatnagar, Lizhi Fan, Wendy
Wu, Monica Logan and Laura Townsend were among the 65 students participating in Sources of
Strength training at Gunn High School this month. Here they’re brainstorming what gives them
strength in their lives.

“

Kelsey Kienitz

Leif Erickson, right, director of Youth Community Service, works with student Anthony Su on an
ice-breaker exercise during the first meeting of middle school students in November.

training for adults, taught by SOS’s
Scott LoMurray of Colorado, during a staff development day. “It
was inspiring to be in a group of
colleagues so committed ... to the
emotional, social, ethical, spiritual,
physical and intellectual health of
our students,” Dunlap wrote in an
email to the Weekly.
Earlier this month, 65 invited
students representing various campus groups, along with 15 staff
members, participated in an SOS
training during school hours. It was
the largest student group SOS has

trained. According to Dunlap, the
students were enthusiastic and spent
time brainstorming ways to communicate positive messages — those
“promoting strength and complete
wellness” — throughout the community. Ideas included flash mobs,
videos, game nights and T-shirts.
“The overall effect could be quite
powerful,” Dunlap wrote.
According to the SOS website,
“peer leaders” also are taught how
to help other teens who are struggling emotionally, or who might be
suicidal.

“Students left (the SOS training
at Gunn) knowing more about how
to handle certain situations where a
kid was in trouble,” Pluska said. The
training also included telltale signs
that might indicate a student is in
need of help.
According to Dunlap, ROCK
leaders will continue the work of
SOS and maintain a communications network with all SOS participants. Another SOS training for additional students and staff is being
planned in the next several months,
Pluska said. N
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Editorial
The achievement treadmill
Parents are fueling a competitive environment that is
jeopardizing the health of our teens and their
development of “purpose” in life

T

here is some irony that the same week we learn that Palo Alto is the
most educated city in California, if not the nation, the Weekly publishes an extensive look at the culture in our community surrounding
student “success” and the effects that this culture is having on our kids as
they try to find their way in the world.
Even as the academic achievements of our teens are widely celebrated
by school administrators, teachers, parents and the students themselves,
there is much evidence that our kids are struggling under the pressures of
exceedingly high expectations and are leaving high school with unprecedented anxiety and lacking a critically important sense of purpose.
We are a parent community increasingly obsessed with the college admissions process and with gaining every possible competitive advantage
in achieving the brass ring of an elite college acceptance.
And we are all complicit.
As parents, we see other parents managing their teens’ lives, arranging
for tutors, test prep classes, college advisors, essay coaches, high-level
club sports teams, extracurriculars and the best teachers to write the allimportant recommendations. What kind of extraordinary willpower does
it take as a parent to resist seeking these tactical advantages, and to instead
opt for helping their child find the passion or purpose that will propel them
into adulthood and a college (or not) that is the best fit rather than the most
prestigious?
Teachers and school administrators, proud of and professionally bolstered by working in a school district that repeatedly ranks among the top
in the nation by measures such as AP test scores and participation, National
Merit Finalists and acceptance to top colleges, see the stress and anxiety
but either feel helpless to do anything about it or consider it their duty to
bootstrap every possible student into a college that will leave parents, teachers and school administrators feeling successful.
Teens themselves are often the most driven, feeling intense competition
with their peers, high expectations from their parents and like failures if
they don’t achieve top standing in their class. In a school district where being in the 25th percentile academically translates to the 75th percentile in
California, the “middle” students are especially vulnerable.
And the media, including the Weekly, reinforce the existing culture by
publicizing the impressive academic and athletic achievements of local
students.
As a growing number of parents and students are trying to sound the
alarm about the culture we have created for our kids, the elite colleges
themselves are joining in.
Stunned by the rising level of stress, depression and alcohol- and drugabuse problems among today’s college students, college administrators
are having to rapidly expand counseling and other services and many are
re-examining their admissions process.
As Stanford Dean of Freshmen and Palo Alto parent Julie LythcottHaims said in today’s cover story, “...many of today’s high-achieving students seem to accomplish that high achievement at the cost of something
even more important, which is their sense of self or their sense of purpose.”
Stanford psychologist and education professor William Damon has made
purposefulness the centerpiece of his research, and says that “the biggest
problem growing up today is not actually stress, it’s meaninglessness.”
There is no easy response or solution to the culture in which our teens
are growing up, nor even agreement that it needs to change. This is a
high-achievement community with parents who have succeeded by seizing every opportunity in front of them. Ironically, many Palo Alto parent
success stories do not revolve around traditional academic success, but
have come through passion, determination and innovation — exactly what
our current culture is discouraging in its frenzied focus on resume and
credential building.
So where is the leadership to change this environment going to come
from?
Some insist it must start with the elite colleges, through strong action to
stop rewarding those who try to gain advantage with excessive AP classes,
extracurricular activities and over-the-top summer experiences. Reform
of the college admissions process, including the AP system, is urgently
needed.
But we must also act within our community. Known around the world
for its innovation and success, what better city than Palo Alto to undertake
a fundamental reassessment of our values and our definition of success
in educating our kids. Many private schools have done it. Why can’t our
public schools follow suit?
There are faint signs that Palo Alto school board members are beginning
to listen, and next year’s school-board election will hopefully provide an
opportunity for a wider and constructive community dialogue on these
issues.
Talk with almost any high school teacher in Palo Alto and you will hear
concern and worry over the achievement arms race and how it’s impacting our teens. But ultimately, teachers and administrators are taking their
cues from the parent community. Change will come as parents realize that
today’s culture is unhealthy, unsustainable and leaving most kids without
purpose at the very time they need it most.
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Spectrum
Editorials, letters and opinions

Pipeline test

Occupy Wall Street

Democratic awakening

Editor,
I would like to suggest that you
try to provide a less biased report
to the sophisticated audience you
are addressing in Silicon Valley by
taking the hype out of your headlines. The fact is that the PG&E
gas pipe you reported on failed a
hydrostatic pressure test. Yet your
headline stated, “PG&E pipeline
explodes in Woodside.”
There is a significant difference
between a stress test and everyday
operation. My understanding is that
hydrostatic tests are conducted at
significantly higher pressures than
those used in regular service.
By the way, I am a homeowner
not in any way connected with
PG&E or any utility.
Klaus Brandt
Southampton Drive
Palo Alto

Editor,
I’ve been trying to follow what’s
happening with the Occupy Wall
Street movement. It started a few
weeks ago as a grassroots response
to the economic situation, the financial bailouts given to investment bankers, and huge salaries
and bonuses they continued to pay,
and the tax dodges of the rich.
Some people realized that a
strong message needed to be sent,
and to their credit, they adopted
the well-known tactics of Ghandi
and Martin Luther King. They have
marched, they have sat/camped and
they have stubbornly stayed to demand resource distribution.
Yes, there may be some among
them who seem unattractive or
whiny. But they have patiently
borne the curiosity, the scorn and
the very real danger of confrontation with the police or the military.
They are, after all, pointing the finger at the very real failures of U.S.
capitalism to meet the needs of the
people.
Dana St. George
Campesino Avenue
Palo Alto

Editor,
Women’s International League
for Peace and Freedom members
are joining those who are occupying Wall Street, Oakland, Palo
Alto and other sites where nonviolent, “leaderless” groups are part of
a movement that seeks to reclaim
a government established by the
people and for the people.
We join our sisters and brothers — of all ages, colors, ethnic
origins, gender, sexual orientation,
and social and political statuses —
in a “democratic awakening” that
reverberates with the voices of individuals who collectively call out for
a fundamental shift in power and
resources — where the needs of human beings are valued over corporate profits and military might.
Together with others of the enlightened commons, WILPF protests the systems and institutions
that support endless war and unrestrained corporate greed.
Bernice Fischer
Peninsula Chapter
of the WILPF
Sand Hill Road
Palo Alto

‘J. Edgar’ review
Editor,
In Tyler Hanley’s review of the
film “J. Edgar” (Nov. 11, 2011) he
states that the protagonist (Hoover)
“is neither likable nor despicable.”
J. Edgar Hoover was an ogre who
was the epitome of despicable. The
man ruined untold numbers of lives
and discredited countless others. He
created illegal spying in the U.S.
Mr. Hanley says that the film
“reminded this critic of sitting in a
dimly lit history class after tossing
back a tablespoon of Nyquil.” May
I suggest respectfully that Mr. Hanley go back to that history class,
skip the Nyquil and learn who J.
Edgar Hoover really was.
Jack Comerford
Selby Lane
Atherton

Egg wars
Editor,
Really? Yes egg wars. A tradition
between Paly and Gunn for as long
as I can remember. I remember
getting attacked by Gunn when I
was at Paly (Class of ‘88). Harmless fun rivalry. This city needs to
learn to let kids be kids and pick
your battles. Who are they hurting?
It’s eggs! I haven’t heard of any egg
injuries the last 20+ years since
I’ve graduated so just leave it and
all the other fun traditions alone.
It’s silly things like this that make
high school fun. It feels like Palo
Alto has an issue with kids being
kids and having fun around here.
I’d love to run Jordan or Paly just
to bring back all the great things
we did there. Our classes did things
far worse than throwing eggs and
no one got hurt, no one damaged
anything, it’s just good, clean, fun
pranks.
Relax, people!
Andrea Roucoule
Oxford Avenue
Palo Alto

YOUR TURN
The Palo Alto Weekly encourages comments on our coverage or on
issues of local interest.

What do you think? Is it possible to have a meaningful, purposeful
high school experience?
Submit letters to the editor of up to 250 words to letters@paweekly.com.
Include your name, address and daytime phone number so we can reach you.
We reserve the right to edit contributions for length, objectionable content, libel
and factual errors known to us. Anonymous letters will generally not be accepted.
You can also participate in our popular interactive online forum, Town
Square, at our community website at www.PaloAltoOnline.com. Read
blogs, discuss issues, ask questions or express opinions with you neighbors any
time, day or night.
Submitting a letter to the editor or guest opinion constitutes a granting of
permission to the Palo Alto Weekly and Embarcadero Media to also publish it
online, including in our online archives and as a post on Town Square.
For more information contact Editor Jocelyn Dong or Online Editor Tyler Hanley
at editor@paweekly.com or 650-326-8210.

